Web-based Architecture RES based on finite-state machines for distributed evaluation and development of speech synthesis systems
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ABSTRACT: This paper proposes flexible and multi-purpose web-based distributed architecture for a multilingual text-to-speech synthesis system (TTS). The proposed architecture is complex client/server architecture, composed of several modules implemented as finite-state engines and located by different users worldwide. Data exchange (text/audio) between modules is implemented through the use of protocol standards that have wide support throughout the speech and telecommunications area. The integration of modules into complex client/server architecture provides a flexible, reliable, easily re-configurable and maintainable architecture for the TTS system. In the proposed architecture all modules use the same data structure (finite-state engines), all input/output formats are standardized and compatible, the structure is modular, interchangeable, easily maintainable, and object oriented. The proposed architecture has the advantage that researchers can concentrate their efforts on a single module and test its performance within a complete TTS system, composed of modules from different researchers worldwide. The benefit is that such an approach enables the composition of a high-performance TTS system by using high performance modules from different institutions. This paper describes a flexible web-based distributed architecture of the TTS system and exposes its great flexibility regarding numerous simultaneous configuration possibilities.
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1. Introduction

Within the TC-STAR project1, one of the activities was remote running of several text-to-speech systems located with partners. These tasks were accomplished by using the UIMA system from IBM, after some modifications to the framework were performed. UIMA stands for Unstructured Information Management Architecture. It is an open, industrial-strength, scaleable and extensible platform for creating, integrating and deploying unstructured information management solutions from combinations of semantic analysis and search components. Although UIMA originated at IBM, it has now moved on to be an Open Source project which is currently incubating at the Apache Software Foundation. UIMA’s goal is to provide a common foundation for industry and academia to collaborate and accelerate the world-wide development of those technologies critical for discovering the vital knowledge present in the fastest growing sources of information today (UIMA Overview & SDK Setup, 2007). Nevertheless, UIMA system was not that easy to integrate with several external TTS modules, and partners had to do some modification on the framework before able to use it. Therefore, one of the objectives of the European Centre of Excellence for Speech Synthesis2

1 www.tc-star.org
2 www.ecess.eu
was to compose a novel modular, distributive, and more flexible TTS system. The ECESS ideas about splitting the TTS system into more specified modules, the implementation of complex client/server architecture through the finite-state machine formalism, simultaneously running various TTS systems’ configurations by different users, and the simultaneous behaviour definition of the constituent system’s modules open new possibilities in web-based distributed processing and in the related evaluation methodology of modules and systems. The proposed RES architecture also incorporates protocol standards that gain wide support within the speech and telecommunications areas. Recent synthesis systems are usually capable of processing some form of XML as input and use specialised XML vocabularies for internal communication between modules, as well as speech data annotation. The advantage of an XML-based interface is that existing libraries and software can be used for the generation, validation, and parsing of data, thus ensuring a fast and flexible interface implementation and re-definition. To facilitate a distributed development, all modules should be network applications, behaving as servers with respect to their predecessors and as clients with respect to their successors in the module hierarchy. The split of a general TTS structure into modules has the advantage that each institution can concentrate its effort on a single module and test its performance in a complete TTS system using missing modules from other researchers. In this way, high performance systems can be built using high performance modules from different institutions. One goal of using web-based distributed architecture is certainly to check the performance of those modules within the established common evaluation methodology. This methodology is based on the common use of those module-specific evaluation criteria and modulespecific language resources needed for training and testing the modules. Therefore, the developed architecture is called the “Remote Evaluation System (RES)”. The other goal is that the architecture (RES system) is used for the construction of multilingual and multimodal TTS systems in several configurations. The TTS system constructed from the RES system’s modules will be addressed as ECESS TTS system throughout the paper. RES system and ECESS approach does not demand any source code or data resources exchange. On the other hand it offers common specification development, evaluating, testing, and comparing different approaches and solutions between partners in flexible ways without laborious and tedious work. All users have possibility to run via RES up-to-date modules of other partners, doesn’t matter what changes were made in between (since no proprietary code exchange is performed). They simply always have the same situation via the RES system. RES system is architecture-framework-skeleton for developers. Its functionality and structure is defined by any number of needed modules running TTS modules. RES system behaviour can be described by using XML mechanism. Further, you can integrate modules developed on different platforms. You can give the content and information you want or need from the RES system by selecting resources and modules all over the world. In this approach any desired or needed granulation of TTS processing steps can be defined, or any desired or needed logic processing task sequence can be performed. Finite-state machine based structure of all RES system’s modules enable flexible description of RES module’s behaviour in XML format. These descriptions can be easily added for emerging tasks to the RES system without need for constant re-compiling and updating RES modules of partners. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the functional scheme of the RES system. Section 3 addresses RES development issues. The design of ECESS TTS system using the web-based distributed RES system is described in section 4. A protocol implementation running a distributed TTS system is given in section 5. Data format issue in the RES system is exposed in section 6. In section 7 all constituent RES system modules are presented in more detail. Section 8 demonstrates the construction of the web-based distributed TTS system, and at the end a conclusion is drawn.

2. Functional scheme of the RES system

The basic web-based distributed architecture of the RES system is presented in Figure 1. It consists of one or more RES clients, one main RES server (managing unit - MU) and one or more RES module servers. The RES system must take care of accessing various TTS modules without the need to install these components or resources locally. RES server (MU) is the core of the system that connects RES clients and RES module servers. RES clients and RES module servers can be located by different partners worldwide. All RES modules are connected to the internet using TCP/IP and UDP connections. The RES server is able to communicate with one or several partners’ RES module servers in order to build partial or complete ECESS TTS system. The RES server can also communicate with one or several RES clients, simultaneously. Also the RES module servers can communicate with several RES clients simultaneously.

Obviously, such a scheme requires efficient and complex client/server architecture. The RES system is flexible, robust and supported by efficient monitoring and error recovery mechanisms. The RES system can be used by researchers to run TTS components or tools of other partners needed to evaluate and improve the performance of their own TTS components or tools. Researchers are allowed to perform different evaluation tasks of their modules using the necessary additional modules and/or language resources of other researchers that are installed locally at the other researchers’ sites. The architecture enables the running of partial or complete web-based distributed TTS systems, composed of any selectable researchers’ TTS components.
available on the web. Firstly, researchers are able to integrate their own modules into the complete web-based distributed TTS system that uses the rest of the necessary modules of other partners. And secondly, by using the RES client the researchers are able to build up via web the complete web-based distributed TTS system in numerous configurations, even without using any of their own TTS components. The web-based distributed architecture of the RES system from the protocol point of view is shown in Figure 2. In the figure it can be seen that each user needs RES client in order to run the RES system. Since users can use the RES system in different ways, three different kinds of users are located in the figure. User I (e.g. evaluation institution) has only RES client module. This user is able to run any other user’s TTS component available on the web, or their combination, or complete TTS system. User II has RES client module and RES module server. All users who would like to integrate their TTS component into the web-based distributed RES system, also needs a RES module server that takes care of running their TTS component and transferring I/O data between the RES server and corresponding TTS component. These users are able to integrate even more TTS component into the RES system, not just one. But one RES module server must be used per each TTS component. User III only has a RES module server. These users are unable to run the RES system in any possible configuration, but they integrate their TTS component into the RES system and make it available to other users. In this case the users would just like their TTS component to be evaluated. Each RES system module uses two XML scripts. One for module configuration (XML configuration file), and one for its behaviour definition (XML protocol scenario file). Since this is complex web-based distributed architecture, all modules must communicate with each other in meaningful ways following used protocol standards within the RES system.

Figure 1. Basic web-based distributed architecture of the RES system

Users running RES clients actually define how and in what configuration the RES system will be used. Different users can even simultaneously run different RES system configurations. Therefore, all XML scripts that define the behaviour of the main RES system and included RES module servers in a way as the corresponding user would like, are transferred by corresponding users’ RES client module. This proposed solution in the web-based distributed architecture enables great flexibility and numerous, even simultaneous, re-configuration possibilities of the RES system. Data exchange (text/audio) between modules is implemented today through the use of protocol standards that gain wide support in the speech and telecommunications areas. As it can be seen, the RES clients and the main RES server (MU) use the MRCP protocol (Media Resource Control Protocol) for ascii data exchange. This protocol is used as a control for speech synthesizers to stream audio from a common location to the user. This protocol is implemented inside RTSP sessions using RTSP protocol. RTSP protocol is based on TCP, a secure, connection-oriented protocol. This way there is no need for the RES client or RES server to implement any additional error-correction mechanisms. The RES server (MU) and the RES module servers use proprietary XML-based protocol, taking care of data exchange in both ways. Some RES module servers run acoustic TTS components that generate audio data as output. Audio data are transferred from the corresponding user’s site through the RES server to the dedicated RES client, by using the RTP protocol (Burke, 2007). How is the RES system used? Each user is able to put on the web locally, one or more TTS components (by using one RES module server per each TTS component), and/or each user just accesses various TTS components or some combination of them (by using RES client) that are made available by other users on the web. By using the RES client, users are able to select any RES module server within the RES system, running specific TTS component. They may want to evaluate it or just use it within a complete TTS system. Users have to define the appropriate input. The input is then sent through the RES server (MU) to the selected RES module server/TTS component, where it is stored in some predefined file. Then the selected TTS component
is run by the RES module server, and output data are generated. These data are stored into a predefined output file, which is then sent back through the RES server (MU) to the RES client. In this way, no manual effort is necessary for the developers of a TTS component to take part in the evaluation. Integration of additional TTS components into the proposed RES system is very simple. In order to construct the complete TTS system in any configuration, users just have to select three RES module servers (running TTS components for text processing, prosody processing and acoustic processing) from any users who make these TTS components available via the web. This last aspect of using the RES system is mainly addressed in this paper.

3. Web-based distributed architecture – RES system

The proposed RES system is platform independent, able to run users’ TTS components on Linux and Windows platforms. The user is able to select among available TTS components on the web and is able to select any desired combination of them and construct desired configuration of TTS system. I/O data has to be compatible between any two subsequent TTS modules based on TCSTAR data format (Bonafonte et al., 2006; Perez, 2006). The user is informed, which are available TTS components on the web through the RES client GUI. The RES server is able to simultaneously run various behaviour descriptions, call various RES module servers simultaneously etc.

3.1 RES client

The RES client functional architecture is shown in Figure 3. At the user level, GUI enables users to select TTS components (users’ RES module server selection), specify input data to the RES system, process output data generated by the RES system, specify RES system behaviour and task specification, and monitoring FSM engines within RES system. The RES client module is basically an FSM engine (Mohri, 1995). It is described in the form of XML scripts (XML protocol scenario files), already written off-line. XML script is at run-time first loaded, compiled into the FSM engine, validated, and finally run.

Therefore, using these XML scripts the RES client behaviour is actually specified and contains a description of the desired task/
role within the RES system. Since users are able to select any RES module servers and use the RES system in many different ways, all XML scripts (also those specifying the desired behaviour of the RES server and included RES module servers) are located at the RES client side. They are sent on the RES server and included RES module servers, after the user specifies the RES system behaviour. Therefore, by using the RES client, users are able to ‘define’ the behaviour of the whole RES system according to their needs, and the nature of the task. The RES client’s finite-state machine engine consists of several “Controlled Object”, “EventProvider”, “EventProcessorListener” and “StateMachineConfigManager” objects, as seen in Figure 3. All these objects are implemented versions of corresponding interfaces specified within the UniMOD framework (Weyns, 2007). All RES client objects (the actions of which have to be run by an FSM engine) are also controlled objects. Controlled objects are also able to “fire” events using the “FireEvent” method. These events actually trigger the transitions of the finite-state machine engine. Additional event processing objects are used for the definition and detection of events that are, in general, randomly triggered within the RES client. As a whole, they constitute a flexible FSM engine. Such FSM engines are also used in RES server and RES module server. Audio data can be received via UDP port and processed by RTP module developed within the JMF 2.1 framework (Alejandro, 2002). Between the RES client and RES server the RTSP/MRCP XML data packets are exchanged. Received packets must be parsed and sent packets must be generated. For this purpose the RTSP/MRCP module is included in the RES client.

3.2 RES server

The RES server’s functional architecture is shown in Figure 4. It is a multi-threaded module, where the specific number of threads is defined in the so-called pool structure (PooledThread). Each thread is dedicated for serving a specific RES client and running specified RES module servers. When the RES server accepts the request from the RES client, the already initialised thread is picked up from the pool of threads and used for running a new RTSP/MRCP session started with the RES client. When no more
threads are available, the RES server rejects any further RES clients. The default number of threads in the pool is currently 200, but can be changed in the XML configuration file. At the user level, GUI enables monitoring traffic between the RES client and RES server, and between the RES server and RES module servers. Additionally, the RES server status (used/available threads, established connections with the RES clients and RES module servers etc.), and FSM engine traversal can also be monitored. The RES server does not know what should be done after connection with the specific RES client is established, since the servers’ behaviour is still unspecified, and is unknown. The RES servers’ behaviour and actions to be performed are defined by the corresponding XML script, sent by the RES client. This is a very flexible solution as it is possible that e.g. 200 RES clients run different configurations of the TTS system simultaneously, each one in its own thread. Next, the RES server establishes a connection with the included RES module servers, and transfers input data from the RES client to the first RES module server in the sequence. The connection between the RES server and RES module server is again a client/server connection. ASCII data sent between RES server and RES module server are in TCSTAR data format. When results from the RES module server are received by the RES server, the RES server just forwards these data back to the RES client and closes the established connections. When running acoustic processing TTS components (as in the case of the complete TTS system), the RES server additionally acts as a RTP receiver and RTP transmitter (RTP module), forwarding audio data obtained from the RES module server to the RES client. Between the RES client and RES server, RTSP/MRCP XML data packets are exchanged, and between the RES server and RES module servers, proprietary XML data packets are exchanged. The received packets must be parsed and the sent packets generated. For this purpose, the RTSP/MRCP module is included in the RES server for processing packets between the RES client and RES server, and additional the XML module for processing packets between the RES server and RES module servers.

![Figure 4. The RES server functional architecture](image)

### 3.3 RES module server

In order to “integrate” users’ TTS components into the RES system, the RES module server was developed with the following functional architecture, as shown in Figure 5. The RES module server’s architecture is quite similar to RES server architecture. Namely, it also contains a pool of threads (PooledThread) and dedicates new thread for each new call coming from the RES
server. Default number of threads is 200, but this can be changed in the XML configuration file. Therefore, the RES module server can serve more RES clients simultaneously. But since the RES module server has to run users’ TTS component, it contains an additional class named “CommandExecution”. This class takes care for running TTS components, commands or even scripts. The RES module server and users’ TTS components run as separate programs. In this way the RES system is insensitive to users’ TTS components’ crashes, which could happen for any given input. The error handling mechanism integrated into the RES system, only reports about an error to the RES server and to the RES client. At the user level, GUI enables the monitoring of traffic between the RES server and RES module server, the RES module server status (used/available threads, established connections with the RES server etc.) and FSM engine traversal can also be monitored. The RES module server does not know what should be done after connection with the RES server is established, since the module server’s behaviour is still unspecified, and unknown. The RES module server’s behaviour and actions to be performed are defined by the corresponding XML script sent by the RES client. This is a very flexible solution as it is possible that e.g. 200 RES clients run different configurations of corresponding RES module server simultaneously, each one in its own thread. The user has to configure the RES module server regarding IP/port settings and specify in the XML configuration file to the command that can run their TTS component. In this way, the integration of running any TTS component by the RES module server is done by simply including the name of a program or a script to be called, e.g. from the command prompt, in the XML configuration file. The input which is sent by the RES client through the RES server (MU) is stored by the RES module server in a predefined file. Then the users’ TTS component or a script is started automatically by the RES module server (CommandExecution class). The RES module server waits until execution of the users’ TTS component finishes and stores the output results in a predefined file sent through the RES server (MU) back to the RES client. When running acoustic processing TTS component using the RES module server, the RTP transmission module takes care of transferring the generated audio through the RES server back to the RES client, using RTP protocol. Proprietary XML data packets are exchanged between the RES server and RES module server. The received packets must be parsed and the sent packets must be generated. For this purpose an XML protocol module is included in the RES module server for processing packets between the RES server and RES module server.

![Figure 5. The RES module server functional architecture](image-url)
4. RES system modules’ behaviour implementation

RES system modules must co-operate in order to perform certain dedicated task for the whole system. These tasks can be different e.g. evaluation of text processing, prosody processing tools from different users or running the complete web-based distributed TTS system. It is clear that such co-operation demands specific data packet exchanges in a time synchronous/ asynchronous manner, and different actions and events within different RES modules, following RTSP/MRCP, XML, RTP protocol specifications. Therefore, each RES module’s behaviour has to be defined, described and presented in a flexible and efficient manner for each specific task performed by the RES system (e.g. constructing and running a common TTS system). Implementation of the RES module’s behaviour is proposed to be performed by using the UniMOD framework (Shalyto, 2001, Weyns, 2007). The communication protocols that have to be followed by the RES client, RES server, and RES module servers, regardless of the task within the RES system, can be described by states and actions. Within each time frame, each RES module (as shown in Figure 6) processes specific events and performs specific actions that have to be co-ordinated with actions and the events of all other RES modules within the RES system. Therefore, these time frames can be identified by states of the finite-state machine. In each state the RES client, RES server, and RES module servers perform certain actions or have to wait for specific events in order to proceed into the following states. All this information can be described and presented by flexible and efficient formalism – finite-state machine formalism (Mohri, 1995). Since the RES system modules have a specific role within the system, they have different finite-state machine descriptions, but the general idea and the way these finite-state machines are built, are the same. As already mentioned, RES modules are finite-state engines able to run finite-state machine descriptions, as long as they are written in standardized UniMod data format. They are XML scripts, describing the desired behaviour of a specific RES module in the form of graphs. Using finite-state machines makes the RES system very flexible and adaptable for running many different tasks including running a common distributed TTS system. XML scripts that specify the behavior of each RES module are firstly written from the graph as shown in Figure 6. This graph illustrates how the behaviour of the RES client can be fully defined for certain task within the RES system. It is composed of state nodes that are interconnected by one or more joined transition arcs. Each transition is described by unique name, guard function (specifying conditional transitions), event name that triggers corresponding transition, transition source state, transition target state, and transition output actions. Events are generated automatically within the RES system or by the users on the RES client GUI side. Nevertheless, most events are “fired” when packets are received or transmitted, certain conditions are met, or some action “fires” the event. Therefore, all RES modules are event-driven finite-state engines, able to perform any specified sequence of actions, as specified within the RES system.

Figure 6. Graph describing the behaviour of the RES client
5. Flexible data format conversion

A very important issue is that TTS components of different users use different input/output data formats. Usually, very different than the format that is used within the RES system. The adaptation of proprietary formats to this data format can take a lot of effort and can be quite time consuming. The crucial necessity is to make this step as flexible and as easy as possible for the users, interested in running their TTS components within the RES system. The Unforma tool has been developed to solve this problem. It is Java-based tool that integrates Java and JavaCC compilers. The tool enables the writing of Java parser classes for converting proprietary data formats into the RES system TC-STAR data format, and vice versa. Two Java parser grammars have to be written for each user TTS component (e.g. XFormat_2_TCSTAR.jj and TC-STAR_2_XFormat.jj), by using JavaCC syntax. The generated Java parser class files are then loaded within the Unforma tool and verified on a certain file given in the proprietary data format. In this way, we are able to iteratively test/correct parser again and again until the expected conversion is obtained. Finally, developed parsers are simply added to the RES module servers. By using this proposed approach, partners don’t have to change their TTS modules before integrating them into the RES system.

6. ECESS TTS system

Figure 7 shows the architecture of the web-based distributed ECESS TTS system implemented by the RES system modules described above. The RES system depicted in this figure performs a specific set of actions, and should process a specific set of events. These sets of actions and events are defined by the used protocols (RTSP, MRCP, RTP, XML) and by ECESS specifications of the ECESS TTS system architecture. ECESS TTS system architecture is composed of the following RES modules: the RES client, RES server and three RES module servers. All three RES module servers are used for running the following users’ TTS components: text processing, prosody generation, and acoustic processing TTS component (marked as partners A, B, C). In order to use the RES system as a web-based distributed ECESS TTS system, the behaviour of the RES system modules has to be specified in the form of XML scripts. In these scripts, for each RES module, interaction mechanisms between RES modules in order to function as a complete distributed ECESS TTS system are described and specified (when and where to connect, when and what data has to be exchanged between modules etc.). Therefore, XML scripts can also be called RES modules’ scenarios (written off-line). The proposed approach makes the RES system very flexible, since by writing new XML scripts, the behaviour of RES system modules can be arbitrarily changed, enabling numerous configuration possibilities for the RES system and distributed ECESS TTS system. Each of the RES modules (RES client, RES server and RES module servers) uses specific XML script, because of their specific role in the ECESS TTS system. The RES modules perform actions and events in specific sequences and combinations (time synchronously or asynchronously), which actually defines the behaviour of each RES module within ECESS TTS system. Communication between the RES modules within the ECESS TTS system can be split into three phases, as presented in figures 8-10.

![Figure 7. ECESS TTS system architecture](image)

Figure 7 illustrates phase 1, which describes data packet exchange between the RES client, RES mserver (RTSP/MRCP protocol is used), and the first RES module server for text processing. After the user feeds in the GUI input text, the RES client automatically opens a connection to the RES server, sending a GET-PARAMS request packet in order to obtain information about the available RES module servers (runs users’ TTS components) on the web from the RES server. The RES server responds with the RTSP confirmation packet and returns required information. Then the user has to select RES module servers for all three TTS
components (text processing, prosody generation and acoustic processing) from those available on the web. Next, the RES client sends a SET-PARAMS request packet with the XML scripts describing the RES server and included RES module servers’ behaviour (as defined within the ECESS TTS system), to the RES server. After confirmation from the RES server, the RES client finite-state machine engine can start the ECESS TTS system session by sending the SETUP request packet. After confirmation from the RES server is received, it continues with ANNOUNCE request packet containing given input text data. As can be seen in Figure 8, the RES server (by now it already knows its behaviour from the received XML script from the RES client) first connects to the RES module server running the text processing TTS component selected by the user. After establishing a client/server connection between the RES server and RES module server for text processing, the corresponding RES module server runs the users’ TTS component for text processing, waits for the results, and obtains them using the GETRESULTS method. At the same time the RES server constantly sends ANNOUNCE-IN-PROGRESS messages to the RES client. In this way the RES client is able to monitor what is going on within the ECESS TTS system, and is able to automatically recover in case of errors.

When the RES server obtains results from the RES module server performing the text processing task, it closes the connection and connects to the next RES module server, responsible for running the prosody generation TTS component as selected by the user, as can be seen in Figure 9. This figure describes data packet exchange between the RES server and the second RES module server responsible for running the user’s prosody generation TTS component. As can be seen, the RES server keeps informing the RES client that the TTS task is still in progress by ANNOUNCE-IN-PROGRESS packets and sends output from the first RES module server running text processing tool to the next RES module server, running the prosody generation TTS component. Communication between the RES server and the RES module server for prosody generation is very much the same as in phase 1, only input/output data are different. The RES server keeps sending ANNOUNCE-IN-PROGRESS messages to the RES client, until the RES module server for prosody generation responds with generated output to the RES server (after GET-RESULTS packet). Then the RES server closes the connection with the RES module server for prosody generation, and initiates the connection with the last RES module server responsible for running acoustic processing TTS component.

This step is shown in Figure 10 (phase 3) and describes data packet exchange between the RES client, RES server (RTSP/MRCP protocol is used), and the last RES module server for acoustic processing. The RES server keeps informing the RES client that the TTS task is still in progress by ANNOUNCE-IN-PROGRESS packets and sends the obtained output from the prosody generation TTS component to the RES module server used for running the acoustic processing TTS component. The RES server keeps sending ANNOUNCE-IN-PROGRESS messages, until the RES module server for running the acoustic processing TTS component responds by obtained audio output to the RES server, and closes the connection with the RES server. At the end, the RES server sends an ANNOUNCE-SPEAK-COMPLETE message to the RES client in order to notify the RES client that the TTS task has been finished and that generated audio data has been transferred to the RES client. The RES client responds with confirmation and TEARDOWN message, as specified by MRCP protocol. After final confirmation from the RES server, the RES client closes the connection with the RES server. Additionally, the RTP transmission of generated audio data from the last RES module server waits for the connection to be closed, before sending the generated audio data to the RES server. This completes the ECESS TTS system session. All RES clients and servers are now ready to be used in the next ECESS TTS system session.
module server to the RES server and then further from the RES server to the RES client is also performed at the end and played out to the user. The RES client has the role of an RTP player. RTP players and processors provide the presentation, capture, and data conversion mechanisms for incoming RTP streams.

Figure 10. Running ECESS TTS system – phase 3

Figure 11. One of several ECESS TTS system’s configuration
In order to run the ECESS TTS system in any configuration, the user has to install the RES client and run it as shown in Figure 12. As it can be seen from the figure, the user is currently able to select between five list items (SM_protocol_client_5). These items define those different RES system architectures that are currently used for different tasks performed by the RES system. Each architecture further uses a specific set of XML scripts for RES modules behaviour specification. The RES system architecture named SM_protocol_client_5 can be used for running the RES system as ECESS TTS system. After selection has been made, the RES client starts using XML scripts dedicated for ECESS TTS system task, and enables panels with those RES module servers that run the three needed TTS components (text processing, prosody generation and acoustic processing). All available users’ TTS components are shown to the user. The user has then just to select the desired RES module server from each panel (one from each group), as can also be seen in Figure 11. After the selection of all three RES module servers has been made, the user can run the constructed ECESS TTS system with this configuration, giving text input and listening to incoming generated audio data. It is obvious that it is very easy for the user to change the selected configuration into some other combination of available RES module servers.

7. Conclusion

This paper presents RES system, the web-based distributed architecture, for the constructing and evaluating of ECESS TTS systems. The architecture is used for online evaluation and the demonstration of various ECESS TTS modules running at different institutes and universities worldwide. The users can put their modules on the web locally using the RES module server, or just access different modules via the web using the RES client. The modules in the architecture are accessible via TCP/IP. In the paper, protocol standards are suggested that gain wide support in the speech and telecommunications areas today for use in data exchange. It is suggested that the proposed architecture, the RES client, RES server and three RES module servers, are used for the ECESS TTS system. Each RES module server performs specific action sequences, which are defined by the XML script describing the finite-state machine. The TC-STAR XML format is suggested for use in data exchange. Different partners use different formats in their TTS modules. In order to speed up the integration process, the Unforma tool, integrating the JavaCC framework, has been developed. By using this tool, it is possible to write Java parsers for I/O data conversion processes, which are then compiled into Java classes, and included in the RES system using a configuration file.
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